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My project aims to create a social and cultural meeting point that connects the public
and private life of the people and tourists in Miseno. The roof of the Piscina is to become
a hotspot where people can linger and meet on the one hand and pursue their business
activities in a unique atmosphere on the other.
In the piscina itself, on the other hand, a space of tranquillity and introspection is to be
created. The dark and mystical atmosphere in combination with the installations of light
art should be experienced on several levels and show a different perspective from every
angle.
This „above“ and „below“ is intended to provide a wide range of uses in a compressed
space and make the place accessible to many people.
These two areas are generated by different design strategies. After generating top and
bottom, these areas are divided into scopes of action and functions by design axes that are
oriented towards landmarks in the environment. The „top“ is created by an abstracted steel
structure following the column grid and filled with rooms for use by a cube intersecting
the axes.
The „bottom“ is created by modular movement planes, stairs and connecting pieces. These
are intersected along the design axes to form an open, experiential space in the middle.
The atmosphere of the Piscina is generated by various elements of lighting design. In addition to the artists‘ light installations, there are the illuminated ceiling openings of the
floor slab and a strict beleuctung of the columns.
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Die Aufgesetzte Struktur besteht kontrastierend zum alten Gestein
komplett aus oxidiertem
Stahl.
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Die begehbaren Ebenen
bestehen aus Oxidierten
Stahlmodulen, welche
mit Glasgeländern versehen sind und so den
Raum erlebbar machen.
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Die Kunstelemente des
Künstlers Kuriyama verteilen sich kontrastierend über das innere der
Piscina und erzeugen so
ein einzigartiges
Lichtschauspiel
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